Addendum # 2
File # 16-0643
Minnesota Slip Pedestrian Bridge Rehabilitation

Please note the following update to the specifications:

Item 1:

Paragraph 4 under Work Periods in Special Provision Section 14.1 as reiterated below

All work as required for the complete bridge rehabilitation as defined in the Plans, Specifications and Special Provisions including all testing and adjustment work as necessary to make the bridge fully operational and turn the Bridge over to the City Bridge Operator with the exception of the field painting activities as defined on Plan Sheet 37 shall be completed by May 24, 2017. (Intermediate Fixed Calendar Completion Date 2 - May 24, 2017)

shall be deleted and replaced with the following due to a change in the date for Intermediate Fixed Calendar Completion Date 2 from May 24, 2017 to June 7, 2017.

All work as required for the complete bridge rehabilitation as defined in the Plans, Specifications and Special Provisions including all testing and adjustment work as necessary to make the bridge fully operational and turn the Bridge over to the City Bridge Operator with the exception of the field painting activities as defined on Plan Sheet 37 shall be completed by June 7, 2017. (Intermediate Fixed Calendar Completion Date 2 - June 7, 2017)

Item 2:

It will not be permitted to remove the bridge structural steel towers, lifting/counterweight arms or span leaves (bridge deck spans) from the site.

Please acknowledge receipt of this Addendum by initialing and dating Addendum #2 below the bid form on the invitation for bids.

Posted: November 21, 2016